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Symmetry and Cosmology Probed by Neutrinos (C01 Theory Group)

The Standard Model (SM) has become established as the most successful theory 
that explains almost all experimental results.

The important questions that the SM does not answer…

What is the origin of neutrino masses ?

How the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe is generated ?

What is the nature of dark matter ?

What is the nature of dark energy ?

What about further unification of forces?

To tackle to those problems, it is important to explore physics far beyond the TeV 
scale !

Understanding symmetry provides a very powerful tool to access theories that are 
difficult to directly verify experimentally.



The goal of the C01 group is to propose new ideas for models that solve unsolved problems 
of the Standard Model and Cosmology with particular attention to symmetry. 
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By utilizing symmetry in relation to neutrino physics as a keyword,  we come together to 
pursue new physics.
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Probing Lμ - Lτ Gauge Boson at MUonE
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Selection Criteria
θμ > 1.5 mrad
1 GeV < Ee < 25 GeV

Photon veto

μe → μeZ′ → μeνν̄

K. Asai, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, S. Tseng, J. Wada, Phys. Rev. D106, L051702 (2022).

(Expected signal for 15fb-1)

(Electroweak process is negligibly small)

@ MUonE

This work demonstrated that this experiment  
can also be used to probe the  gauge 
boson.

Lμ − Lτ

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurements of muon anomalous dipole moment at the Brookhaven National Lab-

oratory [1] and at the Fermilab [2, 3] have reported the 4.2 � deviation from the Standard

Model (SM) prediction [4].1 One of the solutions to this anomaly is to introduce an extra,

neutral gauge boson Z
0 associated with a gauged U(1) symmetry. Its contribution through

the gauge interaction can enlarge the muon g� 2. Taking into account the results in search

experiments of Z 0, the simplest remaining possibility is the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry [7–13]. See

Ref. [14] for the parameter space.

The gauge interaction of the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry with leptons is given by

LZ0 � �gZ0Q↵Z
0


⇣
L
†
↵
�̄

L↵ � l̄

†
R↵

�̄

l̄R↵

⌘
, (1)

where gZ0 is the gauge coupling constant, and Qe,µ,⌧ ⌘ (0,+1,�1) are the charge of the

U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry for each flavor. Here, L↵ ⌘ (⌫L↵, lL↵) is the lepton doublet, and l̄R↵

is the singlet charged lepton with ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ . Note that all the fermions are described by

left-handed Weyl fermions. We follow the conventions of the spinor indices in Ref. [15]. The

deviation of the muon g � 2 can be explained for gZ0 ⇡ (3 – 10)⇥ 10�4 and the mass of Z 0,

mZ0 ⇡ (1 – 20) ⇥ 10 MeV, while avoiding other experimental constraints [14]. This region

corresponds to the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ breaking scale of 10 – 100GeV.

Due to the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry, neutrino oscillations can not occur. Even if the symme-

try is broken, it is still non-trivial whether the observed neutrino oscillation parameters can

be reproduced. In Refs. [16–18] (see also Refs. [19, 20] for earlier works), it has been shown

that the type-I seesaw mechanism [21–26] with three right-handed neutrinos can explain

the observed neutrino oscillations with U(1)Lµ�L⌧ breaking scalar fields. Thus, the gauged

U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry can explain the muon g � 2, while being consistent with the neutrino

oscillations.

1 For the theoretical prediction of the hadronic contributions to muon g�2, there are discrepancies between

the data-driven approaches and the lattice simulations (see Ref. [5] and references therein). It has been

also reported that a recent data-driven analysis shows deviation from the conventional results [6].
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U(1) gauge charge μ : + 1, τ : − 1

 gauge theory can explain muon g-2 
evading all other constraints :
Lμ − Lτ

The MUonE experiment is planned to measure 
the Standard Model contribution to the hadronic 
vacuum polarization.

μe → μe

150 GeV Fixed

Elastic scattering



Muon g−2 and non-thermal Leptogenesis in Lμ - Lτ theory
Shintaro Eijima, MI, Kai Murai, arXiv:2303.0975


 gauge theory can explain muon g-2.Lμ − Lτ

 model can be consistent with the neutrino oscillation data via 

the seesaw mechanism by appropriate spontaneous breaking.
Lμ − Lτ

Can we simultaneously explain the baryon asymmetry by Leptogenesis ?

This itself is non-trivial as the Yukawa interaction and the Majorana 

Right-handed ( ) neutrino masses are highly limited by  symmetry…NR Lμ − Lτ

When the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ charged scalar fields obtain non-vanishing expectation values, h�1,2i,

the U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry is spontaneously broken. In the present model, both h�1,2i can be

real positive (see the Appendix. A). In this case, Eq. (2) leads to the mass matrix of N̄↵,

MR,e↵ =

0

BBB@

Mee heµh�1i he⌧ h�1i

heµh�1i hµµh�2i Mµ⌧

he⌧ h�1i Mµ⌧ h⌧⌧ h�2i

1

CCCA
. (4)

The corresponding mass of the Z
0 boson is given by,

m
2
Z0 = 2g2

Z0
�
h�1i

2 + 4h�2i
2
�
. (5)

To explain the deviation of the muon g � 2, we require, at the vacuum,

q
h�1i

2
0 + 4h�2i

2
0 ' 10 – 100GeV , (6)

(see Fig. 1). As we will discuss later, the temperature-dependent expectation values play

important roles in successful leptogenesis. Thus, we put the subscript 0 on the vacuum ex-

pectation value (VEV) to distinguish it from the temperature-dependent expectation value.

The complex scalar field �2 is absent in the minimal model in Refs. [16–18]. In that case,

the mass matrix is reduced to the so-called two-zero minor [30, 31].

The active neutrino masses are given by the seesaw mechanism;

M⌫ ' �MDM
�1
R,e↵M

T
D
, MD ⌘ �⌫vEW, (7)

where vEW denotes the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, h�i0 = vEW ' 174GeV. Note

that h�1,2i0 6= 0 contribution is crucial to explain the observed neutrino oscillations since

otherwise MR,e↵ induces only a mixing angle ✓23 between the active neutrinos. As we will

see in the next section, even for h�1,2i0 6= 0, the mass parameters Mee and Mµ⌧ are severely

constrained to reproduce the observed neutrino oscillations.
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Mass matrix of  :  we need  breaking  to explain ν oscillation.NR Lμ − Lτ ⟨σ1,2⟩

to explain O(1) mixing angles in UPMNS

→ Majorana masses  O(10-100) GeV ?Mee ∼ Mμτ ∼

Muon g-2 requires breaking scale is O(10-100) GeV

Leptogenesis seems difficult… ?

O(106) GeV is possible for a very specific texture : Mee ∼ Mμτ ∼ hμμ = heμ = 0
→ Non-thermal Leptogenesis is possible !

sin θ23 ≃ 0.57 , δCP ≃ 270∘ , Σ mν ≃ 0.23 eV , mββ ≃ 60 meV
Strict prediction on the neutrino parameters :

Testable from ν-experiments, CMB, ν-less double beta decay !



Proton LINAC (500 MeV)  
RCS : 3 GeV x 6.6 C x 2-bunch x 50 Hz = 2 MW 

Target 

Laser 

Booster ring (up to 1 TeV) 
1 TeV x (7.2nC=>3.6nC)/ x 40 bunch x 50Hz  
= 9 MW  

3 km Main ring  τ = 20 ms (2000 turns) 
++  : 1 TeV, 2.2 nC x 1 TeV,2.2 nC x 20bunch 
+e-  : 1 TeV, 2.2 nC x 30 GeV,10 nC x 40bunch 

30 GeV muon LINAC ～ 3 km 

R=1 km (B = 3 T max) 

Pion production ring:  
100 nC/π/(⊿Ep=75[MeV](10mm))  
x 2-bunch x 40-turns x 50 Hz 
(6.6C x 2-bunch x 75 MeV x 40-turns x 50 Hz = 2 MW) 

Compression 

RF 

e- 

30 GeV muon LINAC ～ 3 km 

16 turns ～ 700μs 

Triple ring 
+,  +,  e- ) 

Proton	acceleration	(Proton	LINAC	&	RCS) 
<latexit sha1_base64="FeJQUPOAF7z25qC5DoDBvbNqU3A=">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</latexit>

p(3GeV)
Pion	production	(Pion	production	ring) 
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p(3GeV) +C ! ⇡+ +X

Muon	acceleration	(Booster	ring) 
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µ+(1TeV)
Collide	(Main	ring) 
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or 
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[µ+(1TeV), µ+(1TeV)]

Ultra-cold	muon	production	 
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⇡+ ! µ+ + ⌫µ

Muonium																	formation	in	silica	aerogel 
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(µ+e�)
Ionized	by	laser 

Ultra-cold	muon 

[Hamada, Kitano, Matsudo, Takaura, Yoshida ’22]μTRISTAN

μ-  beam and μ+ beam 

μ-		beam	 

To	realize	high-quality	beam	for	good	luminosity,	the	number	of	beam	particles	
and	smallness	of	the	beam	size	are	important.		 

・Production	of	large	amount	of	μ-	is	difficult 
・Method	to	make	small	μ-	beam	is	still	under	investigation 

μ+		beam	 

・Production	of	large	amount	of	μ+	is	easier 
・There	is	an	established	method	to	
					make	small	μ+	beam	(ultra-cold	muon)	
Key	technology	for	muon	g-2	experiment	at	J-PARC 

μ-  beam and μ+ beam 

μ-		beam	 

To	realize	high-quality	beam	for	good	luminosity,	the	number	of	beam	particles	
and	smallness	of	the	beam	size	are	important.		 

・Production	of	large	amount	of	μ-	is	difficult 
・Method	to	make	small	μ-	beam	is	still	under	investigation 

μ+		beam	 

・Production	of	large	amount	of	μ+	is	easier 
・There	is	an	established	method	to	
					make	small	μ+	beam	(ultra-cold	muon)	
Key	technology	for	muon	g-2	experiment	at	J-PARC 



Proposal of new collider experiments  

・μ+e-	collider 
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s = 346 GeV

・μ+μ+	collider 

(TRISTAN	energy) 
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s = 2 TeV
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Eµ+ = 1 TeV, Eµ+ = 1 TeV
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hUsing	the	3	km	ring,	we	can	realize  

We	propose	collider	experiments	using	high-quality	μ+	beam	
and	accelerating	it	to	TeV	scale!	 

Proposal of new collider experiments

(Luminosity ~ 100 fb-1 /yr)

(Luminosity ~ 10 fb-1 /yr)

We can explore new physics through Higgs precision (μ+e- collier) 
and high energy frontier (μ+μ+ collider) !



A no-scale flipped SU(5) GUT model
J. Ellis, M. A. Garcia, N. Nagata, D. V. Nanopoulos, K. A. Olive, JCAP 1904, 009 (2019);


Phys. Lett. B797, 134864 (2019); JCAP 2001, 035 (2020).

This paper studied an inflation model based on the no-scale flipped SU(5) Grand Unified 
Theory.
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Flipped SU(5) ( ~ SU(5)x U(1) ) is free from the doublet-triplet splitting problem of 
the Higgs multiplet.
In flipped SU(5), right-handed neutrinos are inevitable : , 10 = (Q, D̄, N̄R) , 5 = (Ū, L)
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Figure 1: Histograms of �(p ! ⇡
0
µ
+)/�(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) in the flipped SU(5) GUT model for

the NO and IO cases in blue and green, respectively. The vertical line corresponds to the
unflipped SU(5) prediction.

on these phases. We generate the same number of �6 matrices for each mass ordering, and
find solutions for 2399 and 180 matrix choices for the NO and IO cases, respectively, out of
a total of 106 parameter sets sampled. This di↵erence indicates some preference for the NO
case in our model.

In Fig. 1 we display histograms of the ratio �(p ! ⇡
0
µ
+)/�(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) in the NO and

IO scenarios in blue and green, respectively. The vertical black solid line represents the
predicted value in unflipped SU(5). As we see, the flipped SU(5) Model predicts this ratio
to be ⇠ 0.10 and ⇠ 23 for the NO and IO cases, respectively. To understand the origin of
these values, we first note that, due to the hierarchical structure of m⌫ in Eq. (9), U⌫ has a
simple form:
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for NO, where sin ✓ is found to be ⇠ 0.38, and
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for IO, where the first matrix in the right-hand side arranges the order of the neutrino
mass eigenvalues in accordance with the RPP convention. The relevant matrix elements of
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Distinct prediction on the branching fractions 

on the proton decay from the minimal SU(5) !



• Only IH is allowed

•  has characteristic pattern

•  is localized around 


•  of  has relatively large value

δCP

α21 ±(120∘-180∘)
meff 0νββ

Numerical results
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Inflation model with modular A4 symmetry Gunji, Koji Ishiwata, Yoshida ’22

Modular symmetry 

              = symmetry associated with the compactification of the extra dimensions

The model

11

• Superpotential








Wλ = λS+S−(NcY )1

WN = Λ(NcNcY )1

WD = g1(NcHu(LY )3s)1 + g2(NcHu(LY )3a)1 : Yukawa coupling

: Mass scale of 

gi, λ
Λ Nc

•  triplet modular form 





A4 (k = 2)
Y = (Y1(τ), Y2(τ), Y3(τ))T

Feruglio ’17

Neutrino masses & mixing 

Inflation
L Nc Hu S+ S−

A4 3 3 1 1 1
U(1) 0 0 0 +q −q

Yukawa & mass structures are characterized by Y(τ)

The flavor structure of the coupling constant is highly restricted —> precise predictions !

waterfall field

inflaton field

potential

critical point

• Inflaton keeps slow-rolling after crossing the critical point 

• Inflation continues in subcritical regime with growth of waterfall field

Subcritical hybrid inflation

A scenario where the right-handed “s”neutrino plays a role of inflaton: 

• The lightest neutrino is massless

• Only the inverted hierarchy is allowed

• Predict rather large mββ

[’17	 Feruglio ]



Constructing F-theory flux vacua with massive moduli and small 
gravitino mass Keita Kanno, Taizan Watari  Commun.Math.Phys. 398 (2023) 2, 703

Compactification of string theory  

      Moduli fields ~ massless field

         (Degrees of freedom of deformation to the  structure of compact space)

∋

For successful low energy theory, the moduli fields should be stabilized !

Flux compactification = to give resistance to the deformation by giving 

non-vanishing value of the flux in string theory

Flux compactification usually leads to the vacuum expectation value

of the superpotential of  → gravitino mass of  .⟨W⟩ = M3

pl O(Mpl)
→ No low-energy supersymmetry ?

In this work, arithmetic conditions of  are worked out.⟨W⟩ = 0

The important step connecting string theory and realistic low energy 
supersymmetry phenomenology.



We hope that our works have also provided new inputs to 

encourage experimental efforts on neutrino physics, 

Grand Unification and early Universe.

We have published more than 100 publications in the past five 
years.

Through this research area, we have received various stimuli 
from the experimental side.



Backup



https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.13177.pdf
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Figure 2. Layout of the MUonE experimental apparatus (not to scale).

full apparatus consists of 40 such stations, followed by an electromagnetic calorimeter

(ECAL) and a muon detector at the end, to help the identification and the selection.

Beam muons are almost una↵ected by the upstream detector material, except for a small

energy loss, so every station behaves as an independent detector. The events occurring

at a given station have the incoming muon direction measured by the preceding station.

This configuration could reach the target statistical sensitivity in three years of run at

the M2 beam, collecting an integrated luminosity of 1.5⇥ 107 nb�1 [11].

The basic tracking unit has been chosen to be the 2S module developed for the

upgrade of the CMS outer tracker [12]. It consists of two close-by planes of silicon

microstrips, separated by 1.8 mm, with strips along the same direction in the two sensors

and reading the same coordinate. A pair of matching hits in the two sensors gives a

so-called stub, or track element, providing track triggering capability at 40 MHz, with

inherent suppression of background from single-layer hits or large-angle tracks. It has a

large active area of about 10⇥10 cm2, allowing to completely cover the relevant MUonE

angular acceptance with a single module, thus assuring the best uniformity. With

respect to the LHC operation the main di↵erence for MUonE will be the asynchronous

nature of the signals from the µe scattering events. This will be managed by a specific

configuration of the front-ends, and will be studied in detail during the Test Run.

2.1. Detector optimisation

The hit intrinsic resolution of the tracking detector is particularly important. This is

clearly demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulations based on GEANT4 [13, 14]. Figure 3

shows the distributions obtained for the scattering angles of the muon and the electron,

reconstructed from the simulated hit patterns, corresponding to two di↵erent tracking
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Each station

2

probe the Lµ � L⌧ models at the MUonE experiment
by searching for the signature associated with the direct
production of Z 0, µe ! µeZ 0.

KINEMATICS

The MUonE experiment [12, 13] plans to use the
150 GeV muon beam at the CERN North Area, with
the target being electrons in beryllium atoms. The ex-
perimental apparatus consists of a series of 40 stations,
each of which has a 15 mm thick Be target and tracking
sensors. Right after these 40 stations, an electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) is located. A muon filter with muon
chambers is placed at the end. See Letter of Intent [13]
for more details on the detector setup and its projected
performance.

The primary target of the MUonE experiment is the
elastic scattering process, µe ! µe, where the initial-
state electron is at rest. Given the initial energy of muon
Eµ,i = 150 GeV, the energies and the scattering angles
of the final-state electron and muon are determined as
functions of one parameter. For example, the muon scat-
tering angle ✓µ is related to the electron scattering angle
✓e by

tan ✓µ =
2 tan ✓e

(1 + R)(1 + �2 tan2 ✓e) � 2
, (1)

where R ⌘ (m2
µ + meEµ,i)/(m2

e + meEµ,i) with mµ and
me the masses of muon and electron, respectively, and
� ⌘ (me + Eµ,i)/

p
s with

p
s the center-of-mass energy:

s = m2
µ + m2

e + 2meEµ,i . (2)

In addition, the final-state electron energy Ee is given by

Ee = me
1 + �2 cos2 ✓e
1 � �2 cos2 ✓e

, (3)

with � ⌘

q
E2

µ,i � m2
µ/(Eµ,i + me). From Eq. (1),

we see that there is a maximum value of ✓µ, ✓(max)
µ =

1/(�
p

R2 � 1) ' 4.84 mrad.
Suppose that we require ✓µ to be larger than a certain

threshold value ✓µ,th < ✓(max)
µ . This restricts ✓e, and thus

Ee as well, to be in a finite range, according to Eq. (1)
and Eq. (3), respectively. In particular, the maximum
value of ✓e within this range corresponds to the minimum

value of Ee for ✓µ > ✓µ,th, which we denote by E(min)
e ; in

Fig. 1, we plot E(min)
e as a function of ✓µ,th .

Another process that could contaminate the elastic
scattering process is the µe ! µe� process. For later
use, we consider the minimum value of Ee� ⌘ Ee + E�

under the condition ✓µ > ✓µ,th, where E� is the en-
ergy of the final-state photon. To obtain this, we define
m2

e� ⌘ (pe +p�)2, where pe and p� are the four-momenta
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FIG. 1. Minimum value of Ee (Ee�) under the condition
✓µ > ✓µ,th as a function of ✓µ,th for µe ! µe (µe ! µe�).
The vertical dashed and horizontal dotted lines correspond to
the threshold values of ✓µ and Ee we require for our selection
criteria, respectively.

of the final-state electron and photon, respectively. In
the center-of-mass frame, this quantity is evaluated as
m2

e� = s + m2
µ � 2

p
sEµ,cm, with Eµ,cm the out-going

muon energy in this frame. We see that Eµ,cm, and there-
fore Eµ as well, is maximized for a minimum value of m2

e� .
This consequence does not depend on the muon scatter-
ing angle. Because of the energy-conservation law, Ee� is
minimized when Eµ is maximized; hence, the minimum
value of Ee� is obtained when m2

e� is minimized. Now
note that m2

e� > m2
e, and m2

e� ! m2
e for E� ! 0, i.e.,

in the soft photon limit. Since this limit corresponds to
the elastic scattering discussed above, we conclude that

Ee� > E(min)
e for ✓µ > ✓µ,th, and thus Fig. 1 can also

be regarded as the lower limit on Ee� in the µe ! µe�
process under the condition ✓µ > ✓µ,th.

From Eq. (2), we have
p

s ' 406 MeV. This means that
we can create a new particle at the MUonE if its mass
is . 300 MeV. In particular, the Lµ � L⌧ gauge boson
with a mass mZ0 . 300 MeV can be produced through
the process µe ! µeZ 0. The Z 0 decays into a pair of
neutrinos, and therefore cannot be observed directly. We,
however, show below that it is still possible to detect this
signature if we impose appropriate selection conditions.

SEARCH STRATEGY AND RESULTS

Let us now describe the search strategy and show its
prospects for the Z 0 analysis. To remove the SM back-
ground processes, we impose the following selection cri-
teria:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.10093.pdf

μe → μeνν̄

Signal Region of

 15 mm thick Be target

Electroweak process is negligibly small

μe → μeZ′ → μeνν̄

Nelectroweak ~ 10-4 (15 fb-1)



    matrix 

                                 matrix                

M̃D = ⟨Hu⟩

2g1Y1 (−g1 + g2)Y3 (−g1 − g2)Y2
(−g1 − g2)Y3 2g1Y2 (−g1 + g2)Y1
(−g1 + g2)Y2 (−g1 − g2)Y1 2g1Y3

0 0 0

4 × 3

M̃ = Λ

2Y1 −Y3 −Y2 rY1
−Y3 2Y2 −Y1 rY3
−Y2 −Y1 2Y3 rY2
rY1 rY3 rY2 0

4 × 4

Seesaw mechanism: Mν = − M̃T
DM̃−1M̃D

The mass matrix is different from a conventional one

Light neutrino masses
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: VEV of 

: VEV of 

r = λ⟨S+⟩/Λ
⟨S+⟩ S+
⟨Hu⟩ Hu

      Wneu = WD + WN + Wλ

Inflation model with modular A4 symmetry

( ← rank 2 )


